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I H T R O D U C T I O H

The aignificanoe of the fluctuation theory for the phy-

eloa of claaeioal (fully-ionised plaama) and quantum (atome

and molecules) charged particle sy a terns la well known. It

ia sufficient to note that the fluctuation apectra are a na-

tural baeie for a description of the electromagnetic and gas-

dynamio properties of thermonuclear, laboratory and coamlc

plasmas, the experimentally-observed apectra of scattering,

absorption and radiation in different multi-particle systems,

the width and the shape of laser and maaer emission lines,etc.

At the preeent time the theory of fluctuations ia highly

developed both for plasma systems fi-зП and atomic and mole*

oular systems j~4-7~] • Maoh interest has recently been gene-

sated in the fluctuation phenomena in combined plaema-molecu*

lax systems that involve charged particle both in free and

bound states and electromagnetic fields. The basic principles

of the kinetic theory of fluctuations fer such systems have

been presented in Hef. [el ,
The influence of molecules on the fluctuation epectra

of plasma-moleoular systems depends upon the distance between

the molecular lines corresponding to the excitation of rotatio-

nal, osolllatory or electron energy levels and the frequency

domains describing the subsystems of charged particles (elect-

rons and ions)* If these domains include molecular lines and

the relative concentration of neutral particles is not small,



the neubrals give contribution to the fluctuation uicrofislds

jubt as the charged particle* do, во that for a statistical

description of such microfields a molecular subsystem should

be taken into consideration on equal footing Гб,9J • In the

opposite case the contribution of molecules intc the total

mlcrofield is negligible (if the fluctuation spectra are in

vestigated in the domains «here the collective and individual-

particle effects due to charge particle motion are appreciable)

It does not follow, however, from this fact that the influence

of molecules on the fluctuation spectra can not be significant

in such cases» On the contrary, this influence may be consi-

derable and even crucial under special conditions due to the

passive influence of molecules (which play the role of scatte-

ring centers for charged particles) on fluctuation microfield.

The spontaneous emmlssion of partially-ionized plasma at fre-

quences greater than the plasma frequency, whiah is determined

by the collisions between charged particles and neutrals, may

be considered as an example of this situation.

The radical influence of collisions on fluctuation dyna-

mics has been illustrated in Ref. ГкЛ by treating an unbounded

plasma for spacs-time intervals greater than the free path and

time between the collisions. Some results for the simplest

case of semi-infinite equilibrium plasma have been obtained in

Ref.£11J • In section 1 of the present paper, the basic equa-
tions describing the fluctuations in multi-component nenequi-
llbrium plasma in the presence of boundaries are formulated
with the collisions taken into account within the frame of a
simple Ш К model [12J , Section 2 is devoted to the derivation
of general solutions of these equations in the case of plasma

half-space with a specularly-reflecting boundary. In section

3 the correlation functions obtained in the previous sections

are analysed in a diffuse limit ( \_ » |/*)
c
 , П » (^-colli-

sion frequency, (, la average free path for charged particles)

and the influence of the boundary on the зрасе-tine distribu-

tion of fluctuations in the system under consideration is in-

vest ig
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1 . THE BASIC SET OP EQUA 1'IONS

Boundary—ValttS. РГОЫеВД tOV C o r r e l a t i o n f"nfttflOHS, т^ГкЛ Of

the «ell-known methods of deriving equations for the correla-

tion functions of physical quantities in a plasma is besed on

the equation

(1)

which Is satisfied by the microscopic pbase density

5[XX(t)] X-(r,v).
Here E(P>t) and B(^t) are the fields in a plasma, e

r
 and

m
r
 are, respectively» the charge and the mass for the par-

ticle species 6* •

In this approach the space-time distribution of density

fluctuations (and, therefore» the form-factor of a correspon-
ding subsystem) is defined by the equation

where

and n
ff
 = Yitff V are the number and average number den-

for a particle of species # , \J is the volume of a
system.

It was shown in Hef
k
[i3j that in the case of collision-
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leea plasma the correlation function of microscopic density

fluctuations may be expressed in the form

moreover» the quantity V^(X,K Д ) • which stay be consi-

dered as the transition probability of a particle species б

from the phase point X to the phase point Л for time t ,

satisfies the single-particle Liouville equation. The quantity

Ce4'iX>^>0 satisfies a collisionless Vlasov equation and is

defined in such а manner that [X«»W»X\i) + П
б
^

вб
(?)] ia the

conditional probability to find a particle of species tf in

the point X at the time t • i* the particle of species 6
1

is situated in the point X' at the time 1 * 0 «The function

fof ( w gives *b« velocity distribution of particles species

б (the time independence of this function reflects the sta-

tionarity of the system under consideration) •

Using definition (4) it is easy to establish that represen-

tation (5) is general, Futhermore » it may be shown on the ba-

sis of bq. (1) that collisions between the particles interac-

ting by means of short-range potentials (for example, the In-

teraction between charged and neutral particles in the case

of weakly-ionized plasma) lead to the appearance of Boltvmann

collision term In thw equation* for WjjCXjX'-.t) and CjX.X't)

The derivation of auah aquations may be found in Bef. [2J .

Restricting ourselves to a qualitative description of the

influence of collision* between charged particles and neutrals

on the pair correlation functions, we substitute the model BGK

Integral instead of holttmemi collision terms just as it was

done in Re*-* £ ю ] « This subntitation leads to the following
«ouation for the" toaselttoo probabllitj Гю, 14]
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with the Initial condition

The aet of equations for a description of the total correla

tion function in the potential approximation б£(гД) =•
1Ь ) traneforae to the following equatione

with the initial conditions

(10)

Here îj it the frequency of collision between a particle

of epeciea б and neutrals»

In the case of bounded plasma it is necessary to comp-

lete Bqs.(6) and (9) with the boundary conditions and with

an equation fob* the quantity <^6E (r,t)6N
e
.(X',O))> in an ex-
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ternal nedlum. In particular oaie of plasma half-space
( 2 > 0 ) with a specularly-refleotlng boundary ( 1 * 0 ),
the following boundary conditions should be satisfied

In the region H. < 0 the correlation function
satisfies the equation

(15)

which should be solved under the following boundary condi-
tions

(14)

These relations follow fro» the boundary conditions for the
fluctuation field»

The set of Bqs. (6), (8), (9), (1?) together with the
initial conditions (7), (10) and boundary conditions (11),
(12), (14) fora the inltial-boundary-value probleu. The solu-
tion of this problem will be obtained in section 2.

Equations for fluctuation microfiolda and correlation
W of fluctuation sources» Fluctuations and correla—
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tions in a plasma nay ba investigated also on the baeia of
Langevin approach using the representation of fluctuation
miorofields as the fields excited by a given distribution of
external aoureea with кпдет satistieal prop@rtlea. One of the
main problen in such an approach ia the calculation of corre-
lation function for fluctuation sources. It «as shown in fief.
[15, 13-17] that this problem is simple enough if the indi-
vidual-particle current in the system without electromagnetic
interaction are choosen AS the sources of fluctuations. This
representation corresponds to the first-order approximate so-
lution of the problem in the plasma parameter series expansion.

A detailed deacription of the calculation* corresponding
to the oases of both seal-bounded and bounded partially io-
nised plasmas may be found in fief, £i4f18J . Here we write
only final equations for fluctuation microfields (in potenti-
al approximation) and expressions for the correlation functions
of fluctuation sources

dw5E(f,t) - 4U]T
where

•i

5n5inV.t) - \]

&л\ -».

_ . V \dv



ID the селе of bounded plasma these equations should be oomp-
leted with the following equation for S t ( r , t ) in the sur-
rounding medium

div 5 E (f,t) = о (ie)

and with the boundary condit ions

-БЕД1)|

2 . TRANSITION ИЮВШЫТГ AWD РЖИ
CORRELATIO» ТШГСТТШ POR SBMI-BCTJRDBD PLASHi

Solut^pn of the boundary-value problem for corre lat ion
funct ions . In the case of plasma half-space the so lut ions of
£ q . ( 6 ) completed with i n i t i a l and boundary condit ions (7 ) and
(11) may be obtained by the method of t r a n s i t i o n probabi l i ty
summation over a l t e r n a t i v e t r a j e c t o r i e s . I t i s easy to show
that t h i s so lu t ion has the fol lowing form [14J

4ё

(20)

where
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* (21)

Integrating over the velocity space in Eq.(20), we obtain the

transition probability for the co-ordinate epace

(гг)

«hara

In the diffuaa approximation U » 4?', *
 > :

> < W ^ Bqe.(22)

and (23) aieplify to he fora
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and

(25)

It la necessary to point oat that Bq.(24) agreee exactly
with the result obtained in Baf. [13] on the baaia of Focker-
Flanok equation. Thle «greeBent la not accidental and «ay ba
Justified alao with the aid of the aquation for transition
probability. Multiplying Bq.(16) by for jo«(?) and V-jetf(v')
and lntaerBt&af orer the Telocity space, «e obtain the follo-
wing aquations

(26)

(27)

The first term in Eq.(27) could be neglected, because in the



diffuae approximation the probability

changes slowly for time At >**/%• Therefore, Bq. (26) may
be rewritten in the form

Pointing out also that in ЬЫ diffuse approximation the initial

and final relooitiee are practically independent, i.e.

we obtain

coinciding exactly with the locker-Planck equation. Here we use

the notation

Bq. (24) describing ordinary diffusion in the plaena

half-apace with the specularly-reflecting boundary, differs

froa the corresponding result for unbounded plasma [iOJ by

the presence of an additional term, which takes into account

the possibility of particle transition through the reflection

from the boundary*

Before calculating the total correlation function it is

necessary to specify the initial condition (10). It is obrioue

that in the case of an equilibrium system the quantity С Д ^

may be represented in the form
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(52)

where p^i(l\lv is the statlo correlation function. It is
necessary to note that the quantity P^tf'(^ F') is also in-
fluenced by the boundary and should be determined by taking
into account the boundary conditions. In the case of plasma
half-space р

6в
,{?>?') nay be determined using the solution of

the test charge problem Г19 J » or the direct solution of the
differential equation for this function [

2 O
1 • Both methods

lead to the following result

16 * + 6"* - тг * — F 6
 L

 *
№)

where

Let us also note that lq o(8) may be written in the integral
fora

<5МЛХД)БМХ',0)>
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The boundary condition (12) la satisfied automatically for

this representation, because the transition probability (20),

which is the Ore en function of Eq. (8), is defined taking in-

to account an analogous boundary condition.

Let us continue the correlation funotion (56) to the

region E <. 0 in the following Banner

(37)
Ъ>0

where

and the correlation function

specular nanxter, i.e.

(38)

in the

(39)

fir
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ttaking the Fourier transform we obtain

(40)

Here we introduce the following notations

- jdPG"itl<6H#(X"10)6l»lel(K
1.o)>-

•>Pf<n)
and use the Initial condition (10) together with £q&. (??) and
(3?) and alao the continuation (35)•

Introducing the definition of a dynamic form-factor for
the system in point

no

о

and UP ing Eq.('»O), we obtain



«here we introduced the notations

The correlation function Ч 0 Ф £ ^ Onf\ljl))/ may be
eliminated from £9.(44) by employing the solution of Bqs.(9),
(13) together with the boundary condition (14) (for eucb pur-
pose it is useful to apply the solution found in Ref. Г191 ).
The final result is as follows

(45)

«here
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(46)

(47)

1-14

Ur
(49)

By aubatituting (3*0 into (46) we can describe the con-

tribution of both tlit 7 о 1 ш (У) and surface (S)
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where

By talcing Into account these relations Eq. (43) шау be written

In the for»

where
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11м rtlstloa between the correlation function and the dy-
> fox»-factor CfTfjT') te giT«o by the Fourier trane-

It la ncceeaary to point out that the reault obtained
above may be represented la terse of dielectric eueceptlbill-
tiea. In order to see it the following relation* may be need

(60)
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Calculation of the density fluctuation correlation ftŷ c
tlon on the bagIs of Langevin approach. The Langevin procedure
of calculating correlation function ia reduced in the present
ease to solving Eqe. (15)» (16), (18) under the boundary con-
dition (19)f followed by statistical averaging of correspon-
ding expressions on the batia of the source correlation func-
tion (17).

(Che solution of the eauations nay be obtained eaeilj using
the result represented in 3ef. [19] • It has the for»

«here

ID «oeordano* with »».(1V) tht eomlatloa fanotlon for quan-
t i ty 5n'f£ 1» *•»»•«

«here
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c

Using Eqs. (61)-(64) we obtain the following final result for

the correlation function under consideration

L
(65)

= л Ц <

(66)

1. ^ ^ # / M
V РВД /«(Г/о) \е (67)



ear,©)

(70)

It is necessary to point out that unlike Sq.(55), Eqe.(65)-
-<70) have been obtained without the aseuaption of an equilib
riua state of plaema and therefore, they meg be used to describe
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both equilibrium and non&quilibrium charged-particle system! •

3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OP THE

PAIR CORRELATION JUNCTION IB БЕЮ-BOUNDBD PLASMA

Fluctuation distribution in an equilibrium plasma» Let us

consider, as a first example, the dynamic form-factor for the

case of three-component plasma which consists of electrons,

single-species ions and neutral particles. It follows from

Eqs. (5*O-(57) and (59), (60) that for electrons

S к*in, ( fcS к* к

(71)

SS ,

юЧ
ь
<Р)-

(72)

и р-

Taking into account the fact that the dynamic form-factor

is related to th« Fourier transform
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* ^

we obtain

It Is easy to see that the latter relation coincides exact-

ly with the result obtained in Langevin approach. Really, ia the

case of three-component plasma the spectral density of an elect-

ron correlation function may be represented in the form of

Eq.(66), where

(77)

<Sn
fc
 8П*

€ъг
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The explicit expressions for the quantity

related to different examples of nonequilibriun situations are

presented in Ref• Г 14*1 . In particular case of poly-Maxwellian

d i t i b t idistribution

(79)

By substituting Eq. (79) into Eqs. (7b)-(78)
f
 and then into

Eq. (66) we obtain after eimple, but ruther сивЬегвоае trane-

formations

(80)

Using Eqe. (80) and (75) we arrive at Eq. (75)._

Let ua note that the integration of flf^Cr') over fre-

quences on the basis of Rraroers-Kronlg relations gives the fol-

lowing reeu.lt

^i^E^
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(81)

which confirms the right choioe of a static form factor in the
Initial condition for correlation function (see Eq. (54)). in
the general case of nonequilibrlum plasma the definition of
this static form-factor represents a difficult problem and i t
is a considerable drowback of the calculation method based on
the solution of the initial-value problem for the correlation
function. These trouble do not occur in the Langevin approach,
because to use such an approach i t ia enough to know the solu-
tion of the excitation problem and the correlation function of
sources, and Ivhis may be done easily by using the transition
probability for system without electromagnetic interaction.

Sne basic interest in studying the collision influence on
the dynamic form-factor consists in the investigation of a dif-
fuse limit ( R » Sf/\>4 t*>tl?)of the expressions obtained above,
In this limit the main contribution to correlation functions i s
given by the domain* к <*• (^<r/Stf), U)<fc "O^ and this allows us
to use the following approximation for T*(lT,Q)

(82)

Really, in the case of poly-Maxwellian distribution

where

«• W,)/kStf, S t f =(T,/m f )
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Ъ

(84)

By using the asyaptotio expansion for

i -

we obtain

(85)

к
further diecuieion will be ooncerned with the following

two liaitei R « A t « (D Vand '
 T n e

6 , t « p
firet oaee ie poe.ible only for / ^ г У г / Ч
because ft » Sy,/\?rf • It ie eaej to see that in euch a caee

v ..
(86)

where

e
(87)

or fti-

(88)
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that ooincides (apart from the factor fie ) with the transi-
tion probability in the co-ordinate space (24) describing the
motion of a Brownian particle* The result obtained is quite
natural» because at distances Rx.J

?t
^'l « he electrons

are not influenced by tho charge separation in space and they
move in the same way as in the case of unipolar diffusion. The
thermal energy of particles T ~ Aj (4ft П?£ г

) ** *
ne
 consi-

dered case is much greater than the potential energy of
tides at distance R « № + fe i*»)*, e E,-™ R*n.e

l
fi

By comparing Bq. (88) with the result obtained in Ref.'"
[io] we see that the preeenoe of boundary results in an addi-
tional term which takes Into account the reflection of par-
ticles from the boundary*

Let us now consider the second limit R^,£ » А<г,1 »G0p5
(we remined that the conditions R j.,£ » S*/ty, t » t^1 are also
satisfied). In this case the volume part may be written in the
form

• • - • " — ( e 9 >

where

D, (90)

is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient* In the space-time re-
presentation the Tolume part has the form

(91)
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The aurfaoe part is represented in the following form

}.
(92)

The integral in Bq,(92) may be approximated by the expresaion

Jk

к.p D

«кг:

Therefore, inetead of Eq. (92) «• вау write

(93)

f (



ни-

A

(95)

(96)
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Ф ( ? ) 1в the error function, 1
0
( Ю *•• «• modified Bessel

function*

By comparing the relations obtained above with th© corres-

ponding result for unbounded plasma jjioj , we see that the pre-

sence of a boundary leads to an additional information channel

of correlation Q (r,f'+•,!) (the mechanism of correlation in

this case is the same as in unbounded plasma) and alao to sur-

face contributions (?Д) or (95). As it follows from the rela-

tions cited above the volume part is characterised by the expo-

nential dependence on the channel length R. = (&* + (** i'f) • At

the same time the asymptotic behaviour of surface part is des-

cribed by tho power dependence on transverse distances. Really,

it is easy to show that at distances R ^ > 8 D » t
 t h t

 ••WP-

totics of (94) and (95) have the form

( 9 7 )
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(99)

Thus, in the oae* of Beaibounded р1авша th« long-range

correlations (97) and (98) decreasing with the distaneee in

accordance with the power lav f/R.
L
 arise, in addition to cor-

relations defined by the ambipolar diffusion processes, Obvioue

ly
9
 the presence of theee correlations are connected with the

interaction of charged particles* Therefore, we can conclude

that there is a fundamental difference between charged particle

Interactions in unbounded and seei-boonded plasmas. If in the

ease of unbounded plasma the interactions lead only to a renor-

malisation of diffusion coefficients and numerical factors, in

eeml-infinite р1авша there are correlation» at distances grea-

ter than the characteristic distances for unbounded plasm.

These conclusions strictly conform to the fact that the

boundary destroys the Bebye screening of charged particles in
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a plasma (see, for instanse, Hef. [22J ). Puthermore, just

the same reason leads to the fact that the utatio correlation

function (33) has the asymptotic behariour

г ,
(100)

- i—»

*

It follows from Eqs. (99) and (100) that initially long-

range correlations are significant only within the boundary

layer with a thickness of the order of a Debye length and/then

propagate at distances 2. and H' such that |«.*ft4 & D ^ i

Thus, the collisions with atoms and molecules and the diffuse

processes connected with them result in a greater boundary in-

fluence on the correlations between the charged particles*

We finally note that in the case of hydrogen plasma, when

К e k? e i kj . {OjDih Iwt/ffltf*» **•• ( 9 7 ) ••* ( 9 e )

simplifies appreciably

(101)
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Penalty flttotuatlona in non-iaotharmal plaama. Non-lao-

tohrmal plaama say be considered aa a simple example of a non-

equilibriua eyetem. The aolution (55)-(5в) la not valid in thia

вале and therefore It la neoeaaary to uae the general relationa

(65)-(70).

It ia eaay to aee that under condition

(0

and f or the caae ^

reault may be written

the reaolt (88) la «till valid,

', t >>UV, <t>pi the following

doe)

ВД

-I
Ь з

je\>j bO~ii%
(103)
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(105)

making an inverse Fourier transform we arrive at the final
result

(106)

R l

)•'*

,4)6„(г
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«here 8 C

It follovB from a coapariaon of theae relations with Eqs.
(91). (9^)» (95) that the noniaothereality of plasma leads only
to numerical coefficients.
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